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very small and ministers often also hold a
parliamentary mandate). Here Ştefan ques-
tions how much these substitutes differ from
MPs given that in the elections they are
placed by the party at a less eligible position
on the party lists and inquires into whether
they are viewed somehow as second-class
MPs. What he concludes from his observa-
tions is that the substitutes are people with
briefer political experience, they are some-
what younger than MPs, and they have less
of an influence in the party or in their con-
stituency, and he finds that only few of them
later reach the peak of the party hierarchy.
Another topic that is usually studied in
most analyses of parliaments is parliamentary
mobility, crossing the floor from one party to
another. This inter-party mobility was rela-
tively common in the post-communist coun-
tries in the early 1990s and then gradually
declined, and in this Romania was no differ-
ent. It is a pity that the author did not devote
more attention to a specifying the shifts be-
tween political parties in terms of the par-
ties’ positions on the political spectrum or to
details on shifts between or even within po-
litical camps defined otherwise. Readers un-
familiar with the Romanian political scene
would certainly welcome greater insight into
what has occurred there. Ştefan’s examina-
tion of parliamentary mobility even includes
shifts from one constituency to another or
from one parliamentary chamber to another.
The notion of the move from one constituen-
cy to another as a type of parliamentary mo-
bility is certainly interesting, and it may be
based on the fact that, according to the au-
thor, there are two separate types of political
career in Romania – local careers and nation-
al careers. There are few politicians who are
capable of crossing the boundaries between
these levels and it occurs only exceptionally. 
In the final chapter the author looks at
the recruitment pattern of ministers, prime
ministers and presidential candidates, the
relationship between a minister and the po-
litical party, the influence position in the
party hierarchy has on managing to secure a
top position in the executive and on being
named a minister. Here he presents a num-
ber of specific examples, but he is working
with a limited amount of data here and he is
therefore cautious in his conclusions.
In the concluding chapter of the book
the author attempts to reveal general and
party-specific patterns of recruitment on the
example of relevant political parties, and he
concludes that the actual contribution of in-
dividual parties to the general pattern of re-
cruitment varies. On the basis of empirical
findings he is also able to formulate a con-
clusion about the party-specific pattern of
recruitment as being the outcome of many
years of internal party practices. At this
point one might regret that the author limit-
ed himself to Romanian data, because it is
cannot be determined whether this is actual-
ly something specific to particular Romanian
political parties or a specificity of particular
party families. In order to make such conclu-
sions, however, the necessary international
comparison is lacking. 
The book represents a significant contri-
bution to the knowledge about Romanian
post-communist elites and it fills in the
blank spot Romania previously represented
on the map of research into this issue in
post-communist Europe. But the book offers
more than this. The author warrants praise
for his solid theoretical interpretation of the
issue, his good knowledge of the subject,
and his ability to identify key problems and
to grasp them empirically. 
Zdenka Mansfeldová
Michael D. Kennedy: Cultural Formations
of Post-Communism: Emancipation,
Transition, Nation and War
Minneapolis and London 2002: University
of Minnesota Press, 369 pp.
That transition studies is still a valid and vi-
brant field is evident from the recent ap-
pearance of a number of interesting studies
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in sociology, political science, and cultural
studies, studies which not only make us un-
derstand that the transition from authoritari-
an, centrally planned systems to – what by
most experts is believed to result in – democ-
ratic and capitalist societies has proved to be
much more intricate than assumed in the ear-
ly 1990s, but which also indicate a more sig-
nificant diversity in these trajectories than
originally accounted for. In particular with re-
gard to diversity in transition, but also in
terms of its intricacies Michael Kennedy’s
Cultural Formations of Post-Communism: Eman-
cipation, Transition, Nation and War is an orig-
inal and rich contribution, even if it does not
fully live up to its self-imposed standard of
elaborating a critical theory of transition and
enhancing its emancipatory potential.
In the book, Kennedy seeks to critically
confront the change in global culture after
1989, that is, the virtual disappearance of a
counterculture to capitalism, and its conse-
quences for the imagination of social change
in Eastern Europe. Even if he sees ‘transition
culture’ as hegemonic and dominating the un-
derstanding of transition from the plan to the
market and from dictatorship to democracy,
he holds that the emancipatory potentials of
transition are not exhausted by transition cul-
ture. He defines transition culture as ‘a mo-
bilizing culture organized around certain log-
ical and normative oppositions, valuations of
expertise, and interpretations of history that
provides a basic framework through which ac-
tors undertake strategic action to realize their
needs and wishes’ (p. 9). In this, Kennedy’s
proposal for a ‘critical transition culture’ seeks
to achieve a deepening of the emancipatory
potential of transition. Kennedy notes that
the direction of social change that has been
captured in the concept of ‘transition’ is a
highly specific and, in important ways, a-his-
torical, reading of social change. If 1989 was
about the emancipation of Eastern Europe
from the heteronomy of Soviet imperialism
and the ubiquitous dictatorship of commu-
nist rule, the revolutions of 1989 should be
understood as veritable national liberations,
even if these moments of emancipation were
quickly captured by ‘transition culture’. The
almost exclusive focus of the latter on the
creation of market economies (and democra-
tic pluralism as its side-effect) meant a clo-
sure of the emancipatory moment. It also
meant the effective exclusion of forms of na-
tionalism (in particular, the radical nation-
alisms that emerged in former Yugoslavia)
and socialist legacies from, or their portrayal
as detrimental to, the narrative of transition
culture.
Kennedy’s innovation to understand the
discursive formation that dominates the post-
1989 understandings of social change as a
cultural formation is significant in a number
of ways. Transition as a cultural formation
conveys its constructed, and therefore also
its restricted, understanding of social change
in post-communist Europe. This analytical
move, therefore, historicises transition cul-
ture (articulating particular positions and un-
derstandings, against other possible imagina-
tions of the post-communist future) and ex-
plicates the particular context in which it
arises. Furthermore, it underlines that tran-
sition culture is something shared by many
(policy-makers, advisers and experts, the
academic community), while its ultimate un-
derstanding can differ significantly from one
social actor to the other. Understanding the
discursive formation of transition as a cul-
tural formation reveals its uniqueness and
one-sidedness and how it functions as a set
of meanings and understandings towards the
world, but also ultimately its multi-inter-
pretability and therefore its surplus of mean-
ing. Kennedy sets out to devise a critical soci-
ology of transition that seeks ‘to fix the object
of [its] inquiry with [its] research, and to en-
hance capacities to understand the rules and
resources that influence capacities to inter-
vene in the world, or in scholarship’ (p. 16).
He constructs such a critical theory by ex-
plicitly engaging some of the most important
statements in transition studies, and by re-
vealing their inability to transcend their ulti-
mately affirmative stance towards transition
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culture, thereby reproducing the hegemony
of (a particular kind of) liberalism in the the-
ory and practice of transition. Critical contri-
butions to the transition debate in the form
of institutionalism (Kennedy reviews, among
others, those of Bunce, Elster, Offe, and
Preuss, and Stark and Bruszt) have acknowl-
edged the normative closure of transition
culture, and have moved away from the tele-
ological premises of mainstream transition
theory by underlining the dynamics rather
than the destination of transition (p. 21). They
have further inserted a sensitivity to histori-
cal legacies and diversity in transition trajec-
tories. However, as Kennedy shows, they ul-
timately do not deviate from the mainstream
consensus that the transition is about ‘to fig-
ure out how capitalism and/or democracy
can be built’ (p. 22). In this they focus exclu-
sively on the ‘designers’ of the post-commu-
nist transition. From the more extraneous
position of marxists, the positive qualities of
‘designer capitalism’ are more radically ques-
tioned, while other, less well-off actors than
the designers enter the analysis. However,
marxists tend to miss the idiosyncracies of
post-communist social change as they in-
clude the transition in a general tale of capi-
talism, thereby sticking to their own norma-
tive agenda. A fully critical and historical ac-
count of the transition would, therefore,
need to learn from both the historical sensi-
tivity of the institutionalist approaches and
the critical insights of the marxists. In order
to bring out the constructed nature of the
transition and to challenge the understand-
ing of it as a ‘necessary course’ (p. 35), Ken-
nedy proposes to confront the contingency
of transition by focusing on the eventfulness
and alternativeness immanent in transition
itself. Throughout the book, he confronts a
number of sites – the Polish and Hungarian
Round Table negotiations, poverty, cultural
encounters between international and local
managers, nationalism, loss, and war – to
draw out the eventfulness and contingency of
transition and to explicate transition cul-
ture’s blind spots.
Kennedy holds that 1989 is normally dis-
cussed and analysed from within transition
culture. It is not so much the genesis and
construction of the framework within which
transition is perceived that is the object of
analysis, but rather the negotiations and
pacts that led to the dismantling of socialism
and the inauguration of the transition as a
natural alternative and pathway for the fu-
ture. Kennedy proposes to move away from
the specific attention to negotiating elites
and offers instead a broader historical ac-
count of the construction of civil society in
Poland and Hungary, as an alternative, and
much more contingent and eventful narra-
tive of 1989. He argues that, even if the civil
societies of Hungary and Poland were highly
diverse (the former purely intellectual, the
latter consisting of intellectuals embedded in
an enormous mass movement), the outcome
of their struggles went into a similar direc-
tion, while they managed to avoid (violent)
conflict (Poland).
Instead of the huge promise of emanci-
pation and freedom, as pursued by those that
sought to reconstruct civil society, the pri-
mary focus of transition culture is the mak-
ing of the market. Transition culture points at
the solution of societal problems at the mar-
ket to the detriment of the state, at the firm
as organisational unit, and at entrepeneurs as
the most dynamic actors in civil society, able
to diffuse transition culture throughout soci-
ety at large. Even if transition culture en-
dorses pluralism and independence in civil
society, its focus is ultimately on those actors
that reproduce the West and not on a plural-
ity of actors and opinions per se. Transition
culture focuses on the most successful cases
of transition (Poland, the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Estonia) and portrays these cases
as examples of good governance for the re-
mainder of the transition countries. Differ-
ent starting positions and highly diverse his-
torical trajectories are then relegated to a
marginal position in the analysis and institu-
tional design of post-communist societies.
Kennedy shows this convincingly by means
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of a semiotic analysis of two reports of high-
ly involved but mostly extraneous actors in
the transition, the World Bank and the
UNDP, in which the World Bank strongly
equates good governance with policies that
reflect its advices and its portrayal of West-
ern institutional orders (market-making),
thereby minimising societal diversity and ig-
noring different legacies, while the UNDP’s
focus is on poverty and the social losses that
the transition brought about. The latter’s
recipe for steered social change might resem-
ble quite some elements of the World Bank
program, without however echoing its deter-
minism and evolutionary understanding of
the transition. 
In a similar way, Kennedy argues against
a simplistic, one-sided view of the cultural en-
counters between American business advis-
ers and East European managers. Kennedy
acknowledges the impact of a universal, hege-
monic transition culture, which cannot, how-
ever, work fully without the active collab-
oration of local managers. Kennedy regards
these encounters therefore as struggles over
forms of competence, that is, the mastering
of an objective and universally valid busi-
ness language that is presumed to work in
any context, and a knowledge of local habits,
mentality, and traditions, which is necessary
to penetrate any local market in the first
place. Kennedy here importantly underlines
the momentum of resistance and empow-
erment that exists within this context of
the transposition of a seemingly placeless
knowledge of business practices, and its nec-
essary grounding in a local context to be ef-
fective. Local culture can be both an obstruc-
tion to transition but also its vehicle and cat-
alyst. 
Indeed, transition is not only about the
market, but also about a ‘new subjectivity
around freedom and responsibility’ (p. 150),
thus it is as much about the creation of inde-
pendent institutions as about as fundamen-
tal cultural transformation. If transition is
about emancipation, then surely transition
culture’s emphasis on the universal benefits
of the market is a particular reading of eman-
cipation. At the same time, though, transition
culture situates the effectuation of emancipa-
tion through the market explicitly in a nation-
al context: “[a]lthough the practice of transi-
tion culture might minimize the significance
of national difference in the fusion of hori-
zons within the multinational firm, the struc-
ture of transition culture remains founded on
the organization of national differences”
(p. 152). Transition culture not only proposes
the direction of change, but also seeks to mo-
bilize society around its goals (p. 161). The in-
vocation of the nation may however take dif-
ferent shapes in different places (p. 151). Na-
tionalism is not merely an obstacle to transi-
tion coming about, as normally claimed by
transition culture, it is itself deeply entan-
gled in the transition (p. 151). 
Nevertheless, transition is not only about
emancipation, freedom, and new opportuni-
ties, but also substantially about loss. The
opportunities that transition culture offers in
terms of marketisation and political partici-
pation have clearly varied meanings across
the post-communist region. Where initial
conditions allowed for a relatively rapid redi-
rection of trade patterns and economic activ-
ities, transition culture made more sense
than in those regions that have of old been
peripheral to major economic centres. In the
latter case, transition culture can easily be
perceived as undermining newly recovered
independence and sovereignty. 
Kennedy’s book is most original when
he confronts the peaceful narrative of transi-
tion with the occurrence of war. Kennedy
suggests to read the violent break-up of Yu-
goslavia and the subsequent civil wars from
within the framework of transition culture. In
mainstream transition studies, these wars
have been safely ignored while ex-Yugoslavia
has been treated between parentheses, that is,
as an alternative, pathological path breaking
with communism, but leading to a violent and
ultra-nationalist future through the re-emer-
gence of anachronistic ethnic nationalism,
rather than to the radiant future promised by
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transition culture. Kennedy introduces dif-
fering views of the Yugoslav wars, in which
the responsibility is either attributed to the
nationalism of the Serbs or to the interna-
tional community for either its instigation of
nationalism and secession or its inertia. By
explicitly linking transition with national-
ism, Kennedy makes a convincing case for
how the Yugoslav violent trajectory should
be understood as part of the transition story,
rather than being completely externalised.
The importance of the national framework
for transition culture, exemplified by consti-
tutional nationalism, could be seen as at the
heart of the Yugoslav wars, therefore involv-
ing transition culture more than has been ad-
mitted. 
Kennedy’s attempt in the book has been
to devise a critical transition culture, rather
than a transcendence of transition culture al-
together, one which goes beyond narrating
the success story of the winners of transition
by explicitly including inequality and poverty,
loss, the fragility and contingency of peace,
and multiple forms of freedom. In this, he em-
phasises the fact that an emancipatory poten-
tial exists in any of the post-communist soci-
eties, thereby criticising the allegedly univer-
salistic and disembedded/placeless founda-
tions of transition culture. Here, he points to
the differing but overlapping roles national-
ism, socialism and liberalism have played in
the transition’s making and the way in which
transition culture has been de facto embedded
in different contexts. Kennedy’s quest for a
critical transition theory is necessary and
courageous. However, even if important ele-
ments for a critical and inclusive approach
have been outlined, the rather diverse nature
of the cases studied and the methodologies
used, as well as the rather inconclusive state-
ments in the conclusions, make that a criti-
cal transition culture remains in itself rather
sketchy and unfinished. For those sympa-
thetic to Kennedy’s approach the book likely
provides a strong stimulus for further re-
search and theorisation. However, for sceptics
(which one would expect to be the greater
part of mainstream transition studies), the
eventual theory-building that is offered
might prove to be too thin.
Paul Blokker
Parliamentary Research at the Institute
of Sociology AS CR
Lubomír Brokl (ed.): Deputies, Senators and
the Integration of the Czech Republic into the
European Union. Workshop Proceedings.
Prague 2001: Institute of Sociology, 72 pp.  
Zdenka Mansfeldová (ed.): The Relationship
of the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate.
Workshop Proceedings. 
Prague 2001: Institute of Sociology, 42 pp.   
Lukáš Linek – Petra Šalamounová (eds.):
The Parliament of the Czech Republic,
1993–1998: Factbook. 
Prague 2001: Institute of Sociology, 95 pp.
MPs, senators, and the Parliament of the
Czech Republic have long been the object of
research for researchers at the Institute of
Sociology of the Academy of Sciences of the
Czech Republic. Studies have been centred
on the results of large questionnaire surveys,
which were conducted in 1993, 1996, 1998
and 2000, and the research findings have
usually been presented at workshops and
conferences, in the academic press, or as in-
dependent publications. This review looks at
three publications written by researchers at
the Institute of Sociology AS CR, which were
published in quick succession during 2001.
The first two books are volumes that
contain the proceedings from workshops of
the same name that were organised on the
premises of the Parliament of the Czech Re-
public. These publications are based mostly
on research that was conducted in 2000, and
each book has been published as a bilingual
Czech-English edition.  
In the introduction to Deputies, Senators
and the Integration of the Czech Republic into
the European Union, Lubomír Brokl reflects
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